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N+X Modular design, full upgraded protection:
ORANGE Modular series power system structure is extremely flexible, the concept of power modular designing can be easily removed 
at runtime and installed without affecting system operation and output, implement investment planning with the need to expand, 
allowing users to achieve dynamic growth with business development, it saves customer's costs for initial equipment purchasing and 
future expansion. When user estimated UPS capacity, often underestimated or high expected, ORANGE Modular series power cansolve 
the above problems effectively, help user to carryout construction and investment in phase under the condition that future development 
direction is not clear. When users want to add load to the UPS, only adding the required number of modules for expansion. 

ORANGE MODULAR



Model:50-720KVA

Application Range
Application IDC(Internet Data Center),computing center, ISP 
( In te rne t Serv ice Prov ider ) ,Te lecom,F inance bank and
securities,Tax, hospital system, industrial automation, precision
equipment, etc.

Working principle
Modular UPS uses double conversion online structure, including
rectifier, inverter, charger, control circuit, input and output and
battery linker, circuit breaker, input power factor compensation,
etc. All modules can be hot swapped online, providing a high level
of availability and maintainability.

A control module failure will not affect the normal operation of the
system. The control module can Online hot swap replacement.
The parallel connection of power modules is also centrally
managed by the control module acccording to the unified parallel
parameters. The single one power module failure can be 
automatically withdrawn. The parallel system will not cause harm
to the entire parallel.

Nominal voltage: 380/400/415VAC
Nominal frequency: 50/60Hz
Output Power factor: 1/0.9

Product snapshot

Features

■ Efficiency is greater than 97%. And support module
intelligent sleep function, it can improve the overall efficiency
of the small load.
■ Ultra wide input voltage frequency range, input voltage
range: 228-478 V; input frequency range: 40-70Hz, adapt to 
harsh power grid environment, extend battery life.
■ Battery number is adjustable, support 32-44 batteries
adjustable, when take out the failure battery, the remaining
battery case continues to provide power for the system.
■ Modular redundant spare parts design, no single point of
failure.
■ Power module, bypass control module and bypass power
module can support hot swap.
■ The output PF can reach 1, which is 11% more loaded than
traditional UPS
■ The output relay is connected in parallel with SCR for higher
switching reliability.
■ DC capacitors and AC capacitors can be replaced
separately, saving the entire life cycle cost
■ The common battery group can be used in parallel
connection
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ORANGE Modular series modular UPS, each power module is 
50 / 60kva. Every single cabinet supports up to 12 power
modules in parallel to 720kva. It also supports 4 cabinets in 
parallel.The maximum power up to 2880KVA. Each power
module has one independent DSP control unit. Once the module
fails, it will be automatically separate from the system isolation
immediately. The system can still continue to run.

Modular UPS system uses independent static bypass module not 
adopt multiple static bypass circuit structure to avoid overload loss 
caused by uneven flow of multiple bypasses when switching to 
bypass mode. The output voltage accuracy of the module in parallel 
is ± 1%, and the parallel circulating current is <1%.

The static bypass module contains only the bypass static switch, 
not includes the static output of the main circuit static switch. 
therefore, the replacement of the static bypass module will not 
cause the system  power off or turn to manual maintenance bypass. 
The online hot-swap replacement also can be realized in battery 
mode.



Power Module

Unit-level maintenance :
DC capacitor, AC capacitor module
can be replaced independently.

Easy maintenance:
Modular design for more flexible
replacement Minimal installation space

Advantage

ORANGE Modular specifically provides a set of reliable power protection solutions for customers' IT services

Configuration

3 layer system cabinet
Max. power 180KVA
Size:600X1000X1400

The reliability of ORANGE Modular is determined by 
many factors. But the most important thing is that
it adopts a solid internal architecture design. The
generated hot air only flow through the radiator.
And it will not affect the PCB and other internal
sensitive circuits. Thus Extend the service life of 
the device and prevent premature failure and
realize highest reliability.

Vertical winding inductor can

increase the heat dissipation

capacity by 50%

5 layer system cabinet
Max. power 300KVA
Size:600X1000X2000

8 layer system cabinet
Max. power 480KVA

Size:1200X1000X2000

12 layer system cabinet
Max. power 720KVA

Size:1800X1000X2000



The most reliable parallel control method
      ORANGE Modular series adopts decentralized control + 
centralized scheduling, without configuring master and slave
device, DSP load control in the power module, the detection
control unit is responsible for adjusting Degree, functional
decoupling, reduce logic complexity.

Decentralized control + centralized scheduling

Excellent electrical performance

Super ability to adapt to harsh grid environment

Ultra wide input voltage frequency range, input voltage range:
228-478V; input frequency range: 40-70Hz, adapt to harsh
power grid environment, extend battery life.

Leading T-type three-level inverter technology

T-type three-level inverter technology, three-phase four-wire
I.G.B.T. inverter uses   lower switching  frequency to get a 
higher level of transformer output voltage. Therefore, the
switching loss is small and the efficiency is high. At the same
time, the input EMI filtering makes the input harmonic current
lower.

Super overload capacity.

Effectively reduce the number of output switching caused by 
sudden load overload to ensure the system safe and stable
operation. It guarantees the power supply reliability of other
equipment to the greatest extent.

100-105% long time
105-110% 1hous
110-125% 10minutes
125-150% 0.5 minutes

Inverter Mode Bypass Mode
100-135% long time
1000% 100 ms

minutes
Each power module has a charging function to improve
the charging capacity and avoid the failure caused by the
failure of the single charging electric board.

High input power factor

The input power factor is close to 1 under all load and voltage
conditions, which means the demand for input current is lower.
So the input cable and the demand for breakers are much lower
which will reduce costs. In addition, because the UPS is purely
resistive to the mains grid power factor reduces operating
costs. The power factor of most traditional systems is 0.8,
leading to higher front-end costs and operating costs, requiring
additional capacitors to calibrate positive power factor, which is 
an additional expense, leads to lower operating efficiency.
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AC/DC

Energy-saving and environmental protection design concept

Wide load range keeps high efficiency
In the case of the same power module, it can achieve greater
loading capacity At same time, it can save customers a lot of 
cost due to eff ic iency loss.Using the latest Switching
equipment (CoolMos) + intelligent control technology to 
achieve ultra-wide effective operation working area. It is the
best operating condition at 25% -100% load, especially at a 
typical range of 45% -75%, the efficiency is as high as 97%,
mainly to improve the system output power and system
reliability. It can reach lower load energy to better protect the
operation safety of customer load equipment.

■ Parallel configuration, system load efficiency is between
20% -30%, the existing old UPS operating efficiency is less
than 85%.
■ ORANGE Modular 40% load efficiency can reach 97%, 10%
higher than the current network UPS.
■ ORANGE Modular 20% load efficiency can reach 95%, 13%
higher than the current network UPS.

Efficiency UPS typical running area

ORANGE MOD
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Load efficiency 100%90%80%70%60%50%40%30%20%10%0%

Typical load 200KW, air-conditioning efficiency ratio 3, 
electricity price 1 yuan / degree

Old UPS Current industry UPS KOLFFUPS

UPS efficiency 85 % 90 % 92 % 94 % 97 %

Annual loss (KWh) 309,716 194,667 54185111,830152,348

Annual cooling (KWh) 64,889 50,783 37,277 18061103,059
Annual total
electricity (KWh) 412,235 259,556 203,130 149,106 72246

Bill (RMB) 412,235 259,556 203,130 149,106 72246

The more cost (RMB)
than KOLFF UPS 339989 187310 130884 076860

Energy consumption reduced by 76.4%

Total annual electricity bill / yuan
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Humanized energy-saving mode
Module sleep function
Some customers consider the future load growth, UPS system is 
fully equipped at the initial stage of construction.But actually the
system load efficiency is less than 10%. And the intelligent sleep
technology can simultaneously load rate and maintain the
system high efficiently running.

While some modules in sleeping mode, the system will
periodically rotate the working modules. To ensure an average
working time and extend the life of the module.

Multiple energy saving modes

ECO technology realizes full efficiency mode, UPS system
efficiency is over 99%, suitable for good quality and efficiency. It 
can realize fast switching of inverter mode.

Self-load test, power consumption is only 4% of the load test;
reduce loads power consumption costs and achieve rapid testing
and put into operation.

13% efficiency difference

Efficiency



Easy to use. Smart design

Intelligent management interface 

Advanced battery management technology
■ Equalization and float charge automatic conversion
■ Battery capacity prediction
■ Temperature compensation
■ Estimated discharge time
■ Automatic adjustment of discharging end voltage
■ Low voltage pre-alarm
■ Battery self-diagnosis and self-test

Display

EPO button

Inverter off button

Inverter off button

Fault clear button

Alarm silence button

LCD (support 12 languages)

F1-F5 menu button

Rectifier indicator

Battery indicator

Bypass indicator

Inverter indicator

Output indicator

Alarm indicator

Buzzer

Keycap

Easy to expand and maintain
■ Battery number is adjustable, support 32-44 batteries adjustable,
when there is battery failure When the failure battery is removed, the
remaining battery case continues to provide power for the system.
■ Support multiple monitoring optional cards, standard built-in
SNMP card and ModBus card. Only one network cable is needed for
UPS networking power, and built-in standard dry contact.
■ Color touch screen, full graphical display and operation, while
supporting 12 Languages.
■ Module expansion, investment while growing, capacity expansion
on demand, no need for early construction Investment, stable
expansion, no risk of power outage, single cabinet can be expanded
up to 10 Piece modules.
■ High power density design, saving more than 50% of the area,
320KVA cover an area of 0.51㎡, weight 370Kg, saving the computer
room.
■ Output PF can reach 1, which is 11% more load capacity than
traditional UPS. The rate factor is 0.96 with 200kw input power. The
capacity of 200KVAwith an output power factor of 1 cab be chosen 
rather than to choose an above 250KVA capacity UPS with an output
power factor of 0.8.
Complete front maintenance, support hot swap, easy maintenance,
as long as the UPS front door can open, you can easily install and
maintain.

Touch screen



Technical Characteristics

380/400/415VAC  3-phase 4 wire (Mode Line and Battery: sinusoidal)

62dB 50% load,70dB 100% load

1.0/0.9

ORANGE Modular 50-720KVA

50-720KVA

7

600X1000X1400
600X1000X2000

1200X1000X2000
1800X1000X2000

440X638X217-(50/60KVA)

8
12

50
60

41.3KG
41.3KG

50
60

±240VDC(Default),12V Battery 32~44pcs can be chose. Each module charge current: 20A(config.)


